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A5STRACT 

Computer models of sound propagation have exactly three drawbacks: 
the model only approximates reality,the computer program only 
approximates the model, and the cost approximates infinity. The 
only way to assess these shortcomings is to compare the computer 
model's performance against data: experimental data, synthetic 
data, and financial data. Examples of these comparisons will be 
featured. Comparison with theoretical examples within the scope 
of the computer model is the best way to assess the relation 
between the model and the computer program. Financial data on 
cost of speed, accuracy, size, and special features is spotty, 
but a few examples will be shown. 
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Computer models of sound propagation have three drawbacks: the model 
only approximates reality, the computer program only approximates 
the model, and the cost and computer requirements approximate 
infinity. The only way to assess these shortcomings is to compare 
the computer program's perfor mance against data: experimental data, 
synthetic data , and financial data. 

Exper imental Data is the final test of the model's relation to 
reality and an abundance of it could measure the other shortcomings 
by statistical methods. Unfortunately, there are too few experiments 
and fewer still with dependable, accurate data. 

Synthetic Data poses the most rigorous test of the programmin& 
of the computer model. As in the last paper, by numerical simulation 
of an ocean experiment, synthetic data can suggest that the model 
reflects r eality. Two sources of synthetic data are computer mode ls 
and theoretical examples. Comparison with theoretical models 
throughout the area of their overlappin? capabilities, whether 
realistic or not, promotes confidence iri the programming of both 
models. Comparison with theoretical examples is the best way to 
assess the relation between the model and the computer program. 
This includes comparison with special models, which are simplified 
and accurate but otherwise impractical, these models being specifi-
cally developed for this purpose. 

Financial Data on the cost of speed, accuracy, size and special 
features is scarce, probably because we don't yet have even one 
dependable model. 

Let me show you (Fig. 1) some of the interrelated concepts that 
we have to work with. Here we have a red disc representing 
reality, partially overlaid with a blue disc representing the 
wave equation. If I had heard Di Napoli's talk before, I would 
have made the red disk much , much larger. Now I place a yellow 
disc representing the model. Notice that part of it lies outside 
the wave equation. Models sometimes have unrealistic features 
such as speeds given by complex numbers. In the orange region, 
we have, for example, absorption, a reality not modelled by the 
wave equation. In the green area, we note that many models can 
deal with unrealistic extreme changes in .speed. In the purple 
area, we note that most models have layering and can only approxi-
mate the very smooth sound-speed profiles that may be found in the 
ocean. In the blue a rea , we might find zero fre quency; in the red 
area, non-linear effects . Let me over lay on this d iagr am the 
computer program in question. I , have deliberately made its 
representation a little spotty. Little, because it cannot fully 
realize the model ; and s potty, because the capabilities, of the 
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program are seldom known -- even to its author. Authors of computer 
models write reports about them. In the reports we see the models 
validated: they are compared with experimental data or with other 
large, general-purpose, sound-propagation computer models. Do they 
agre e? No 1 Of c ourse we would be shocked t o see experimental data 
points fall exact ly on the compute d curves. On the other hand, 
I am shocked to s ee the two mode l s I curves fail to lie exacily 
over each other . I think that the most we can conclude from these 
compar isons is t hat the models do not contain programming errors 
that have a gross effe ct i n the t e st case s h own. Now, I say this 
is not validation . I say that validation has to proceed in two 
separate and distinct phases ~ f irst, we have to be assured that 
the progr am truly represents the model; second, we want to see 
that the program approximates reality . 

Readi ng these r eports, we are expected to assume, that all programming 
e r rors have been e liminated - the authors don't say. It is con-
s idered quite impolite to intimate that a particular program might 
contain error s . However, if the authors have gone to all the work 
of testing their programs as thoroughly as I am about to suggest, 
I am surprised that they don 1 t s ay so . 

In the last paper, Di Napoli told us that in a typical realistic case 
the models typically differed from FFP be more than 5 dB. He 
concludes that the models cannot produce accurate results in this 
test case. I don't necessarily agree. I think that Di Napoli ' s 
comparisons are probably a statistical demonstration that these 
models contain programming errors. I feel that before models are 
compared, we have to be sure that each model is correctly programmed. 
Let me outline the three distinct types of computer programs that 
I think are required to obtain the desired modelling of reality. 

First, we need a type of program, I call an Archer. Typically, this 

Small Pro,ram 
(ARCHER 

Accurate 
Simple 
Unrealistic 
Slow 

is based on a class of theoretical examples. Its main attribute is 
accuracy, but simplicity of programming is important, too. It will 
usually not be restricted to realistic conditions, but that doesn't 
matter. It is not to be used to model reality, it is to be used to 
detect programming error in the next class of computer model. 
Therefore, it is more important that it has capabi lities in common 
with the next model than that it has features in common with reality. 
Its least important feature is speed. It is to be tested against 
theory and against other Archer - type programs, when they have an 
application in common. 
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The second type of program, I call a Weightlifter. Its main 

Large Program 
(WEIGHTLIFTER) 

Po¥erful 
Accurate 
Slow 

attribute is power. It is to cover as much of the abstract model 
as possible, including unrealistic cases, which ofte~ exaggerate 
the effect of previously undetected errors. It is accurate because 
this helps debug the program by comparing it to Archer-type models; 
and because it will be used to check that the third class of model 
retains sufficient accuracy for applications (which is not much). 
Speed is not expected because it is incompatible with the other 
requirements. This is a program that accurately mimics the 
abstract model. As such, it is suitable for comparison with any 
synthetic data or experimental data. 

The third class of program, I call a Sprinter. 

Quick Program 
(SPRINTER) 

Fast 
Small 
Restricted 
Inaccurate 

Speed and perhaps 

size are all-important. If restricting the program to realistic 
problems will make it faster or smaller, fine. We are happy to 
sacrifice quite a lot of accuracy, too, if that will help. This 
program is to be evolved from a weightlifter. It will be free of 
the errors that were eliminated earlier. It is to be compared to 
its weightlifter version to verify that it has not lost too much 
accuracy in realistic cases. And now, finally, it is tested 
against experimental data. 

My thesis, then, is that we need three distinct types of programs. 
Certainly, if we want fast, realistic programs, we will have to 
have powerful programs and accurate programs . All three types 
should be equally documented and distributed. One model developer 
I know publishes weightlifter programs, but never has anything to 
say about his archer programs. As a matter of fact, I have one 
that I cherish that I got out of his wastepaper basket. At the 
very least, any organization that is interested in evaluating 
sound propagation models ought to have a collection of all three 
types. At SACLANTCEN we are creating a super computer model, 
SOLMAR, that includes many models of all three types under a common 
user-oriented input- output language. I believe that is an important 
step towards the da y whe n we can have meaningful comparisons 
between models. 
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r want to show you a few e xamples, but let me apologize in advance. 
r show the results of these three models not because they are good 
examples of the thre e types of programs r spoke of . They are ----
only rough approximat i ons of an Archer model, a Weightlifter model, 
a nd a Sprinter mode l . 'However, they are models that are running 
at SACLANT CEN, and i llus trate typical results in comparison of 
models . 

Figure 2 shows the geometry of the example ~ a u niform layer of 
water over a plane, ri~id bottom . r will s how four comparisons, 
using four f requenc i es. Everything else i s h eld constant: only 
the fr e quency changes. 

1) At a radian frequency of 160 (Fi g . 3), an Archer-type 
mo de l, based on the exact s olution of the wave equation given by 
Brekhovskikh, generates the monotonic curve for random phase 
a ddition and the humped cur ve f or coherent phase addition. 
A Weightlifter-type mode l, a n ormal mode program by F . Jensen 
of SACLANTCEN, gives a curve for the coherent field indistinguishable 
from Brekhovs kikh . The FACT mode l , a Sprinter-type model, gives the 
same r e sult for both coherent and incohe rent phase additions, some 
3 o r 4 dB below Brekhovski kh ' s r andom phase curve. 

2) At a radi an frequency of 800 (Fig o 4), we obtain the 
same type of results . 

3) At a radi an frequency of 2130 (Fig. 5), the coherent 
field i s much more intense than the random phase approximation. 
J ensen ' s mode program no longer agrees exactly with Brekhovskikh . 
Th e FACT model again gives the same result for the coherent and 
r andom phase fields . 

4) At a radian frequency of 2131 (Fig. 6) -- recall the 
l ~ st e xample was at 2130 - the coherent field has dropped down 
much closer to the random phase approximation. Jensen ' s normal 
mode model again agrees with Brekhovskikh. The FACT prediction 
is unchanged . 

So even in these simplest examples, we see that the comparisons 
are puzzling enough to demonstrate the need for maintaining three 
distinct types of computer models: accurate Archer models, powerful 
Weightlifter models, and fast Sprinter models . 
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